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QUESTION 1

An Architect is documenting the technical design for a single B2C Commerce storefront. The Client has a business
requirement to provide pricing that is customized to specific groups: 

1. 

50 different pricing groups of customers 

2. 

30 different pricing groups of employees 

3. 

10 different pricing groups of vendors 

Which items should the Architect include in the design in order to set applicable price books based on these
requirements\\'\\' 

Choose 2 answers A. 1. 50 customer groups for customers 

2. 

30 customer groups for employees 

3. 

10 customer groups for vendors 

B. 1. One customer group and SO subgroups for customers 

2. 

One customer group and 30 subgroups for employees 

3. 

Onecustomer group and 10 subgroups for vendors 

C. One campaign and multiple promotions for each customer group 

D. 1. One promotion and 50 campaigns for customers 

2. 

One promotion and 30 campaigns for employees 

3. 

One promotion and 10 campaigns for vendors 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 2

An Architect isperforming an audit of production logs via Log Center and finds some potentially dangerous custom log
output. 

In which two ways It this log output Improper In a production environment? Choose 2 answers 

A. The log information includes the customer s cardname as it appears along with the credit card number (PAN), which
violates PCI. 

B. The log information includes the customer\\'s card CW (card security code) and expiration date, which violates PCI. 

C. Information logs should not be used in a production environment 

D. The log information includes the order number and customer s email, which violates PCI. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

The Client wants to have a flash sate on a few products every day. These products are sold through B2C Commerce as
well as an in store Point of Sale system that it tied to the same inventory. 

An Architect analyzes the following proposed solution: 

Inventory feed w*l continue torun daily but add a web-service call to compare and update B2C Commerce inventory in
real time during checkout after a flash product\\'s inventory reaches a threshold. 

Which two risks should the Architect communicate to the Client about this solution? Choose 2 answers 
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A. The default rate limiter configuration for the web-service could cause the web-service to return an exception during
high traffic. 

B. If the externals hosted web-service is unreliable. It could be a point of failure in the site s order placement flow. 

C. If the product Inventory threshold that triggers the web service calls is reached too often. It will have a negative
Impact on site performance. 

D. Because the job would still be configured to run daily there will be a degrade in performanceduring non-flash sales
periods 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 4

The client provided these business requirements: 

1. 

The B2C Commerce platform will integratewith the Client s Order Management System (OMS). 

2. 

The OMS supports Integration using REST services. 

3. 

The OMS is hosted on the Clients infrastructure. Whet configurations are needed for this integration with the OMS? 

A. A service configuration, ahostname alias configuration, and a user credential configuration. 

B. A service profile configuration, a WAF configuration, and a service credential configuration. 

C. A service configuration, a service profile configuration, and a user credential configuration. 

D. A service configuration, a service profile configuration, and a service credential configuration. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) wants to migrate its online shoo from a custom ecommerce platformto B2C Commerce.
NTO needs to migrate several thousands of customer records profile information, address book). WTO can provide a
B2C Commerce feed. It is currently using SHA-256 as an encryption mechanism for the customer passwords. 

What approach can theArchitect propose? 

A. Import the customer records, including the hashed password, as B2C Commerce supports SHA-2S6, and they will be
able to login with their existing password. 
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B. Do not import customer records and asks customers to create new accounts the first fame they try to log in to the
B2C Commerce storefront. 

C. Import the customer records, excluding the password field, and B2C Commerce will automatically require a password
reset the first time a customer logs m to the storefront. 

D. Import the customer records, with the hashed password as a custom attribute, and during the login compare the
entered password with the hashed password and save it in the password field. 

Correct Answer: D 
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